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ON THE EXISTENCE OF GLUEBALLS �Eberhard KlemptInstitut für Strahlen� und Kernphysik der Universität BonnNuÿallee 14�16, D-53115 Bonn, Germany(Reeived August 11, 2000)Lattie gauge alulations require the existene of glueballs. In par-tiular a salar glueball is �rmly predited at a mass of 1700 MeV. Thispredition has led to an intense study of salar isosalar interations andto the disovery of several states. The number of salar states observedseems to exeed the number of states whih an be aommodated in thequark model. None of these states has a deay pattern whih is onsistentwith that of a pure glueball but mixing of salar �qq states with the salarglueball provides for a reasonable interpretation of the data. In this paperwe srutinize the evidene for these states and their prodution harater-istis. The f0(1370) � a ornerstone of all �qq-glueball mixing senarios �is shown to be likely of non-�qq nature. The remaining salar states then do�t into a nonet lassi�ation. If this interpretation should be orret therewould be no room for resonant salar gluon-gluon interations, no room forthe salar glueball.PACS numbers: 25.40.Ve 1. IntrodutionThe non-abelian struture of quantum hromodynamis (QCD) impliesthat not only quarks arry the triple-valued harge named olor but that alsothe exhange bosons of strong interations, the gluons, are olored. The su-perposition priniple of quantum eletrodynamis does hene not hold; glu-ons interat with eah other with 3-point and 4-point interation verties.Sine olor is on�ned, two (or more) gluons should be bound thus forminghadroni matter omposed primarily of gluons. Suh states are alled glue-balls. They were predited soon after QCD was formulated [1,2℄, and mesonspetrosopy foused on the searh for this new type of hadrons.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2587)



2588 E. KlemptHowever, QCD is not a solvable theory of strong interations, at leastnot at low energies; therefore models have to be developed simulating QCDin the on�nement region. This requires lose ontat between theory andexperiment as we do not know the most signi�ant features of unperturba-tive QCD. QCD on the lattie laims the highest reditability. In the limitof small lattie spaing it is believed to approah the QCD ontinuum. Withthe inrease in omputer power, glueball mass preditions beame inreas-ingly more preise. Reent values for the masses of lowest salar, tensor andpseudosalar glueballs are 1:73 � 0:10, 2:40 � 0:12, and 2:60 � 0:13 GeV,respetively [3℄. Suh values are supported by other models, like bag models�ux tubes, or QCD sum rules. A exellent review of the �eld an be foundin [4℄. 2. Salar mesons and the salar glueball2.1. Salar meson surveyTable I shows the spetrum of salar mesons below 2 GeV [5℄. TABLE I1: generated by meson exhange dynamis and/or �KK moleules [6�10℄; 2: 3P0 �qqstates; 3: two 3P0 �qq states mixing with the lowest-mass salar glueball.I = 1/2 I = 1 I = 0f0(400� 1200)1a0(980)1 f0(980)1f0(1370)3K�0 (1430)2 a0(1470)2 f0(1500)3f0(1710)3The lowest-mass entry is a f0(400�1200) representing the salar isosalar�� interations, often alled �-meson. The �� interations in this massrange saturate unitarity. Also at energies above 1.2 GeV, the inelastiity issmall. At 980 MeV a dip is observed orresponding to the f0(980) whihhas large oupling to �KK. A seond dip is suggested at 1500 MeV orre-sponding to the f0(1500). The amplitude reahes maxima at positions whihorrespond to the old �(600) whih plays an important role in one-boson-exhange-potentials, and to the the old �(1300). The dips are assoiatedwith additional rapid phase motions. The bakground amplitude and itsphase motion are orretly reprodued by t-hannel � exhange [6, 7℄.



On the Existene of Glueballs 2589Adding further t-hannel amplitudes for !;� and K� exhange, Spethand ollaborators desribe both the f0(980) and the a0(980) as generated byt-hannel exhange dynamis [8℄ with the �KK system forming a bound statein isosalar but not in isovetor interations. Related is the interpretationof these two resonanes at the �KK threshold as �KK moleules [9℄. Thesestates an also be understood as �qq mesons with properties governed by the�KK threshold [10℄. And they are disussed as qq�q�q resonanes [11℄.Leaving out the 3 states f0(400�1200), f0(980) and a0(980), we remainwith a deuplet of states and not with nine states as expeted in the quarkmodel, see Table I. The three salar isosalar states f0(1370), f0(1500) andf0(1750) annot possibly belong to one nonet. On the other hand, noneof the three states has a deay pattern as expeted from a pure glueball.These observations have led Amsler and Close [12℄ to the onlusion that aglueball has introdued the world of quarkonia, mixing with them and thusproduing the 3 observed resonanes.2.2. Deay widths of salar isosalar statesIn suh a situation it is of ourse important to identify all three isosalarstates in as many as possible reations and to determine their deay modes.The largest part of new information on the f0(1370) and f0(1500) omesfrom the Crystal Barrel experiment at LEAR in whih these mesons alsowere disovered. Table II lists the partial deay widths of these two statesassuming that all deay modes are now known. TABLE IIPartial widths �i (in MeV) of f0(1370) and f0(1500). From U. Thoma, this on-ferene. f0(1370) f0(1500)�tot 275� 55 130� 30��� 120:5� 45:2 18:6� 12:5��� 62:2� 28:8 8:9� 8:2���� 41:6� 22:0 35:5� 29:2�a1� 14:10� 7:2 8:6� 6:6��� 21:7� 9:9 44:1� 15:4��� 0:41� 0:27 3:4� 1:2���0 2:9� 1:0� �KK (7:9� 2:7) to (21:2� 7:2)



2590 E. KlemptCentral prodution is a rih soure of meson resonanes; in the limitof high momenta and low momentum transfers the proess is dominatedby Pomeron Pomeron sattering. Pomerons ontain a large fration of glue;hene entral prodution is a good plae to searh for glueballs or for mesonswith a large glueball omponent. Mesons with a given mass an be produedat smaller or larger momentum transfers; Close and Kirk pointed out [21℄that the prodution rates of well-established �qq mesons fall o� fast withdereasing momentum transfer while the prodution rates of mesons whihare suspet of being non-�qq objets remain large even for small momentumtransfer. The hoie of small momentum transfer for mesons in entralprodution is therefore alled glueball �lter. The two Pomerons like to fuseto form a glueball. If this onjeture is orret, a glueball wave funtionshould be more extended spatially than that of a �qq state. This has to beontrasted to the predition of lattie gauge alulations that glueball wavefuntions are more loalized than those of �qq-mesons.Data on the f0(1750) depend ruially on the existene of a f2(1710).WA102 reports ratios of deay rates given in Table III. TABLE IIIDeay frations of salar mesons from the WA102 experiment.f0(1370)! ��=f0(1370)! 4� = 0:0047� 0:0020f0(1500)! ��=f0(1500)! �� = 0:18� 0:03f0(1500)! ��=f0(1500)! �KK = 0:54� 0:12f0(1710)! ��=f0(1710)! �KK = 0:48� 0:152.3. Mixing of salar mesons with the lightest glueballSeveral authors have suggested senarios in whih a salar glueball mixeswith two �qq states [12�17℄. The mixing angles were (partly) determined frompartial deay widths of the salar states. Only Gutshe [17℄ inludes the 4�deays into the analysis.Not shown in the Table IV is the mixing senario suggested by Narison[18℄ who �nds that all three states share the glueball in approximately equalportions. Anisovih et al. [19℄ believe 5 states to exist below 1.8 GeV whihthey identify with the 13P0 and 23P0 �qq states and a very broad underlyingomponent whih they interprete as salar glueball.All mixing shemes agree in that the salar glueball manifests itself inthe salar meson setor and that it has a mass, before mixing, of about1600 MeV. Hene all authors agree that lattie gauge theories are doing wellin prediting a salar glueball at this mass. The mixing shemes disagreehow the glueball is distributed between the three experimentally observedstates. Some of the models assign very large s�s omponents to the f0(1370)or f0(1500); this is ertainly not ompatible with data.



On the Existene of Glueballs 2591TABLE IVDeomposition of the wave funtion of 3 salar isosalar states into their quarko-nium and glueball ontribution in various models.Amsler and Close [12℄f0(1370) = 0:86 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.13 s�s � 0.50 glueballf0(1500) = 0:43 1p2 (u�u+d �d) � 0.61 s�s + 0.61 glueballf0(1750) = 0:22 1p2 (u�u+d �d) � 0.76 s�s + 0.60 glueballLee and Weingarten [13℄f0(1370) = 0:87 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.25 s�s � 0.43 glueballf0(1500) = �0:36 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.91 s�s � 0.22 glueballf0(1750) = 0:34 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.33 s�s + 0.88 glueballDe-Min Li et al. [14℄f0(1370) = �0:30 1p2 (u�u+d �d) � 0.82 s�s � 0.49 glueballf0(1500) = +0:72 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.53 s�s � 0.45 glueballf0(1750) = �0:63 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.22 s�s + 0.75 glueballClose and Kirk [15℄f0(1370) = �0:79 1p2 (u�u+d �d) � 0.13 s�s � 0.60 glueballf0(1500) = �0:62 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.37 s�s + 0.69 glueballf0(1750) = 0:14 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.91 s�s + 0.39 glueballCelenza et al. [16℄f0(1370) = 0:01 1p2 (u�u+d �d) � 1.00 s�s � 0.00 glueballf0(1500) = 0:99 1p2 (u�u+d �d) � 0.11 s�s + 0.01 glueballf0(1750) = 0:03 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.09 s�s + 0.99 glueballGutshe [17℄f0(1370) = 0:94 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.07 s�s � 0.34 glueballf0(1500) = 0:31 1p2 (u�u+d �d) � 0.58 s�s + 0.61 glueballf0(1750) = 0:15 1p2 (u�u+d �d) + 0.81 s�s + 0.57 glueball3. The salar isosalar resonanesThe interpretation of two resonanes, of the f0(980) and the f0(1370),plays a deisive role in the meson�glueball mixing senarios. Also, the natureof the f0(400�1200) is unlear. We disuss these 3 states in some detail.



2592 E. Klempt3.1. The f0(980) and a0(980)At LEP, the fragmentation of quark- and gluon-jets has been studiedintensively [22℄. In partiular the inlusive prodution of the f0(980) anda0(980) provides new insight into their internal struture. The OPAL ol-laboration searhed for these and other light meson resonanes in a datasample of 4.3 million hadroni Z0 deays. For the f0(980) a oupled hannelanalysis was made by simultaneously �tting the inlusive �� and �KK massspetra. Some total inlusive rates are listed in Table V. TABLE VYield of light mesons per hadroni Z0 deay.�0 9:55� 0:06� 0:75� 0:97� 0:03� 0:11�0 0:14� 0:01� 0:02a0(980)� 0:27� 0:04� 0:10f0(980) 0:141� 0:007� 0:011�(1020) 0:091� 0:002� 0:003f2(1270) 0:155� 0:011� 0:018First we notie that the three mesons �0, f0(980) and a0(980) � whihhave very similar masses � also have prodution rates whih are nearly iden-tial (the two harge modes of the a0(980)� need to be taken into aount).Hene there is primary evidene that the three mesons have the same in-ternal struture, that they are all three �qq states. This onlusion an besubstantiated by further studies. Very detailed studies have been arriedout on the prodution harateristis of the f0(980) whih are ompared tothose of f2(1270) and �(1020) mesons, and with the Lund string model ofhadronization [23℄, within whih the f0(980) is treated as a onventionalmeson. No di�erene is observed in any of these omparisons between thef0(980) and the f2(1270) and �(1020).Two-photon deays provide insight into the internal struture [24℄.The ratio [5℄ R = �f0(980)!�a0(980)! = 1:38 � 0:63 (1)is related to the salar mixing byR = 13 �sin� + 3p2 os��2 : (2)There are two solutions: � = (75:4 � 7)Æ and � = (�48:9 � 7)Æ. Only the�rst value is ompatible with the result obtained in [24℄. The angle � = 60Æ



On the Existene of Glueballs 2593orresponds to a wave funtionf0(980) �r19 1p2(u�u+ d �d) +r89s�s (3)whih has a larger s�s ontent than a isosinglet state would have, likely dueto the �KK threshold.The � ! f0(980) ratio is surprisingly large [25℄. Preditions [27℄ as-suming di�erent strutures for the f0(980), �qq, �KK or four-quark, all arewell below the reent experimental value [25℄. The rate for �!a0(980)is smaller by a fator � 4 than the rate for �!f0(980) whih seems dif-�ult to reprodue if both mesons are �KK moleules. The deay hain�!f0(980); f0(980)!�� should be muh larger than �!a0(980);a0(980)!�� if the f0(980) has a struture as given in (3) and the a0(980)is 1p2(u�u-d �d). Isospin-breaking mixing between f0(980) and a0(980) due tothe mass splitting between the K+K� and K0K0 thresholds [26℄ ould beresponsible for the large �!a0(980) rate.Ds deays into three pions provide further insight into the spetrumof isosalar salar resonanes. The omparatively large rate for three-pionprodution is surprising: onsider the reation D+s !2�+��. The quarkontent of the D+s is u�. In the deay, the � undergoes a transition to an �s,the W+ onverts into a �+. Hene a s�s state is produed whih deays into�+��. This is OZI rule violating, and the OZI violation is strong:��+���0�K+K��0 = 0:23 � 0:04 : (4)The three-pion Dalitz plot has moderate statistis only, but the f0(980)is learly seen and the partial wave analysis �nds a seond salar state atf0(1470) whih we identify with the f0(1500). The two states f0(980) andf0(1500) then both deay into �+��.We note two aspets: �rst, the two states f0(980); f0(1500) are produedin a similar way and � taking phase spae into aount � with similarouplings. Seond, both mesons do not respet the OZI rule. This is similarto the � and �0. The wave funtions of both, f0(980) and f0(1500), mustontain u�u + d �d and s�s omponents.We onlude that there are good reasons to believe that the f0(980)and a0(980) should be ounted as �qq 13P0 states. Of ourse, the viinity ofthe �KK threshold plays a signi�ant role and a large �KK omponent is tobe expeted as part of their wave funtions [10℄.



2594 E. Klempt3.2. The f0(1370)Ds deays into three pions show no evidene for the f0(1370). Only thetwo states f0(980) and f0(1500) are produed.Radiative J= deays. Glueballs have to show up in radiative J= deays. In these deays, one photon and two gluons are emitted by the an-nihilating � system, the two gluons interat and must form glueballs � if aglueball exists in the aessible mass range. A most prominent � possiblysalar � signal in radiative J= deays into 2� is the old �(1690), nowfJ(1710), whih might have a large fration of glue in its wave funtion.Three salar resonanes are observed at BES in radiative J= deays into2�+2�� [28℄. The results of a partial wave analysis show a slowly risinginstrumental bakground and 3 important ontributions with salar, pseu-dosalar and tensor quantum numbers. Of partiular importane here is thesalar part. It is seen to ontain 3 resonanes, at 1500, 1740 and 2100 MeV.This pattern of states was already suggested in a reanalysis of MARKIIIdata [29℄. The f0(1500); f0(1740) and the f0(2100) have a similar produ-tion and deay pattern. Neither a f0(1370) nor 'bakground' amplitude isassigned to the salar isosalar partial wave.The �� invariant mass spetrum produed in �pp annihilation in �ightinto �0�� [30℄ exhibits three peaks at f0(1500); f0(1750) and f0(2100) MeV,fully ompatible with the �ndings in radiative J= deays into four pions.The data were not deomposed into partial waves in a partial wave analysis,so the peaks ould have JPC = 0++ or 2++. If the states would have JPC =2++, their deay into �� would be suppressed by the angular momentumbarrier. The fat that the peaks are seen so learly suggests 0++ quantumnumbers, and this is the result of the partial wave analysis of the J= data.Hene we believe that the 3 peaks are salar isosalar resonanes.Central prodution is believed to be a good plae for a glueball searh.The 4� invariant mass spetra from the WA102 experiment [31℄ show a largepeak at 1370 MeV, followed by a dip in the 1500 MeV region and a further(asymmetri) bump. The partial wave analysis deomposes this strutureinto several salar resonanes, the f0(1370); f0(1500) and f0(1750) and anew f0(1900). We note that the partial wave analysis �nds that the f0(1370)deays into �� but not into �� while the f0(1500) shows both deay modes.In the Crystal Barrel experiment the f0(1370) deays into �� and into ��with similar strength.



On the Existene of Glueballs 2595TABLE VIDeay frations into �� of salar mesons from the WA102 and CBAR experiments.f0(1370)! ��=f0(1370)! 4� = � 0:23 WA102f0(1500)! ��=f0(1500)! 4� = 0:23� 0:50 WA102f0(1370)! ��=f0(1370)! 4� = 0:51� 0:09 CBARf0(1500)! ��=f0(1500)! 4� = 0:26� 0:07 CBARThe upper limit for f0(1370) ! �� is not very restritive. In the partialwave analysis presented in [31℄ representing the preferred solution, the upperlimit for f0(1370) ! ��=f0(1370) ! 4� is ertainly smaller. On the otherhand, in �pp annihilation the �� deay mode is ertainly present and strong.This is an important observation and provides a lue for the interpretationof the spetrum of salar mesons.We interprete of 4� mass spetra of the WA102 experiment in the follow-ing way: we assume that Pomeron�Pomeron sattering an also preede via� exhange in the t-hannel. This t-hannel amplitude interferes with theprodution of the �qq state f0(1500) produing a dip, very muh alike the dipseen at 980 MeV in �� sattering. Isospin onservation does not allow ��prodution from � exhange in the t-hannel for Pomeron�Pomeron satter-ing. In ontrast, �pp annihilation may also start from �pp!��� whih thenonverts via � exhange in the t-hannel into ��. Note that there shouldbe f0(980)!�� oupling. Hene the phase of the �� sattering amplitudeshould raise from 980 to 1500 MeV by 180Æ. Due to the �� threshold andthe destrutive interferene with the f0(1500) the �� sattering amplitudehas a peak between 1000 and 1500 MeV: the most natural and eonomidesription is by use of a Breit�Wigner resonane. But its true nature is ofmoleular harater.We onlude that the f0(1370) is not produed in hard proesses likeJ= radiative deays, Ds deays or �pp annihilation in �ight, it is seen onlyin peripheral proesses. The prodution and deay pattern in entral pro-dution suggests that it is a t-hannel phenomenon originating from meson-meson interations. 3.3. The red dragon or f0(1000)The �� sattering amplitude exhibits a ontinuously and slowly risingphase and a sudden phase inrease at 980 MeV. The rapid phase motion iseasily identi�ed with the f0(980), the slowly rising phase an be assoiatedwith a s-hannel resonane whih was alled f0(1000) by Morgan and Pen-nington [32℄. It extends at least up to 1400 MeV. Minkowsky and Ohs [24℄suggested that this broad enhanement whih they all the red dragon is thesalar glueball.



2596 E. KlemptWe do not follow this interpretation sine we believe it to be inompatiblewith data on radiative J= deay into two pions and on Ds deays intothree pions. In radiative J= deays the salar isosalar intensity vanishesup to 1 GeV [33℄ and gives two enhanements at 1430 and 1700 MeV. Theenhanement at 1430 MeV ould have ontributions from the f0(1370) andf0(1500). Similarly, the measured salar �� mass in Ds deays is 1470 MeV.Both values are 1� ompatible with the mass 1488 MeV determined from�pp annihilation in �ight into ���. Hene both these reations provide nosupport for an interpretation of the f0(1000) as glueball.3.4. The salar �qq statesThus we arrive at an interpretation of the spetrum of salar mesons assuggested in Table VII. Two nonets of salar mesons are identi�ed; the lowernonet oinides with the results of an analysis of Minkowsky and Ohs [24℄.The spetrum of salar isosalar mesons agrees very well with preditions ofan instanton-based model [34℄. TABLE VII1: generated by meson exhange dynamis [6�10℄; 2: 13P0 �qq states; 3: 23P0 �qqstates. I = 1/2 I = 1 I = 0f0(400� 1200)1a0(980)2 f0(980)2f0(1370)1K�0 (1430)2 a0(1470)3 f0(1500)2f0(1750)3K�0 (1950)3 f0(2100)33.5. Where is the salar glueball ?The above interpretation of salar isosalar interations leaves no roomfor a glueball. Even worse, intensity and the full phase motion are assignedto �qq states. If true, this view of the salar meson spetrum implies thatpresent-day lattie gauge alulations involving gluons only are not relevantfor the glueball disussion. It is well known that QCD on the lattie doesnot math with requirements of hiral dynamis; Goldstone bosons do notsurvive the lattie. Obviously, hiral dynamis plays a very important rolein low-energy QCD and for the question if a salar glueball exist as salarisosalar resonane.
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